
Minutes of Tues 12/4  10:15 AM Lighthouse Bank 
 
 

I). Call to Order 
Meeting called to order at 10:22 am 
II). Roll call of Schools 
All AD’s present for meeting 
III). Introductions  
N/A 
IV). Correspondence 
Kittle reported he spoke with Joy Lovell and services are planned for after the new year. Kittle 
asked all AD’s to brainstorm about potential sites for services to help out the Lovell’s  
V). Agenda deletions, insertions, changes of sequence 
Kittle reported and asked again for more submissions on Athlete of the Week. Scotts Valley has 
been best and most consistent school for submissions, Harbor was 2nd.  AD’s responded they 
would re-emphasize. 
VI). Old Business 

a). Football/Water Polo/Lacrosse ---Talking Points 
Lengthy discussion.  Hollis reported Harbor has the perception that the overall excellence in 
school for football players and school culture is due to increased number of players.  Also cited 
that HHS feels numbers are increased due to the equity league.  Harbor head coach at the 
present time wants to stay in equity.  Louie brought up that essentially 4 of the 6 SCCAL teams 
are in the same league in PCAL, commenting that returning to SCCAL guarantees 2 AQ’s a 
year.  Mark offered to stay in PCAL and let SCCAL be a 5 team league.  No AD was in favor, 
Mark said he would report back on his football coaches preference.  Stu, Louie, Erick and Mark 
were in favor of the change primarily for travel and the good of students not missing classes, 
Hollis and Chris said they would support their coaches and principals desires in regards to this 
matter. 
 
All AD’s reported all of their Water Polo coaches were in favor of returning to SCCAL, and 
recommend forwarding this to BOM 
 
After brief discussion, Kittle suggested we leave Lacrosse as is because of the constant flux of 
who will or will not have a team.  AD’s unanimously agreed and will forward recommendation to 
BOM. 

b). Awards/ Playoffs/ Winter needs  
Kittle reminded group of all fees being wrapped up into a year end assessment. Dorfman 
brought up how coaches have deviated from the League approved all league criteria and asked 
it be included in the constitution (is now in there). 
VII). New Business 

a). Sport By law revision review cont’d--Working and clean copy 
Coulson and Dorfman offered some wording revisions.  AD’s agreed to forward these final 
revisions for 2nd reading to BOM (all have been shared). Brief discussion about this years BB 



league tourney, decided to keep it the same as the new changes haven’t been approved by 
BOM. This year will stay as planned for SCCAL BB tourney. 
 
VII). Informational Items 

a). All league awards 
AD’s reported they were satisfied with the online certificate.  Kittle offered to purchase a 
pre-made one if desired, there was no interest. 

b). Pennants  
Kittle asked if everyone still hangs the pennants, 5 schools indicated yes, so pennants will still 
be purchased. 

c). Local Officials Assoc combing--Findings 
Kittle reported he spoke with a few organizations. They had no desire to combine. Kittle 
suggested this may be a necessity in future  

d). Soccer Yellow/Red Card wording--Joel Notifying League. 
Kittle reported Joel will send all yellow cards to Kittle, who will fwd accordingly. Small discussion 
about ejections and accumulating unsportsmanlike ejections.  Stu contacted CCS and the exact 
CCS bylaw was sent to all AD’s 
IX). Misc: 
 
X). Public Input 
Stu reported he rec’d a complaint about the G Basketball not being played at 7pm. Brief 
discussion spoke of how this happened in the past, and no one went to games. Also reported 
the coaches of girls bb don’t want to play late game.  Stu said boys would gladly play earlier. 
XII). Adjournment: 
Stu volunteered to be the AD liason for the BOM meeting Wed 12/12. Meeting adjourned 11:32 
and the next meeting will be Jan 8th @ the Sesnon House at Cabrillo 10:30. Louie objected to 
the location but objection was denied.  
 


